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Space Marines were not the only super-warriors created by the emperor. The first group of genetically modified and psychologically modified troops he created were his personal guard; Guard keeper. Their duty was to ensure the safety of the emperor at all times. Stronger than the space Marine, the Guardian is a formidable warrior and
has an unbreakable allegiance to the emperor. They are his most faithful and trusted servants. During the Russian Erus, the Keepers were given responsibilities that now went beyond the protection of the Emperor's face. Small detachments of the Keepers were tasked with ensuring that the legions of the Space Marine Corps followed the
will of the emperors. The Guardian Guard is organized in the same way as the Space Marines. The main difference is that the Keepers are smaller in number than the Space Marines. There have only ever been thousands of Keepers seen at any given time. They have access to all multiple weapons and wargear are available to space
Marines. In addition to wargear Marines they also have access to a variety of weapons and wargear are only available to themselves. An example would be the Guardian's spear, a combination of a power axe and a boltgun, which is the standard weapon of the Guardian Guard. These people are my bodyguards, their lives are lost in
guaranteeing my physical safety. I will have no doubts or doubts about their loyalty. I, and I alone, will have the right to stand trial over them. No other commander should have them either in combat or in service. No one will ban them from me, and no one will hinder or disrupt their mission. So it's a decree! The Emperor. The origin of the
Guardian guard is shrouded in myths and legends. They fought alongside the emperor during the Unification Wars on Terro. Some say that the Guardian Guard for the Emperor, that the space Marines are primarchs; that emperors' own genetic matrix was used in their creation, and through this their loyalty to Him is guaranteed. Others
argue that the Keepers do not look like the Emperor as the space Marine as his Primarch, and that some other sources have been used as a template for their physical and psychological form; source that was lost during the anarchy of the era of struggle. The truth is likely to never be known. Emperor of humanity Unification Wars (M28-
M29) During the Unification Wars on Tert in the 28th millennium, the emerging emperor of mankind created the first genetically advanced warriors: Legio Cousteaus. These warriors formed the personal protection of the emperor himself and together with the first space marines they conquered Terra from the warring warlords who had
devastated the planet since the beginning of the era of struggle. Tyrants such as Kalagan of Ursha, Nartan Douma of the Panpacia Empire, Dalmot Kyung and Cardinal Tang were defeated, and was restored to Tert by the end of the 29th millennium. Battle of Giros Tovian (152.M30) The Great Crusade (M30) After It Terra and the
subsequent alliance with the Martian mechanic the emperor began his conquest of the galaxy. Although the disappearance of the Baby Primarchs was a major failure for the crusade, newly created legions of space Marines crushed everything before them. Peace after world has been conquered again. Alien oppressors have been
destroyed or destroyed in a series of epic wars. Worlds contaminated with warp creatures have been cleared by powerful viral bombs and Vortex rockets in apocalyptic orbital barriers. During the crusade, the legions of the Space Marines were reunited with their mayors. The planets on which the mayors were raised and dominated
became the birthplaces of the Legions, and they established permanent bases on them. From these new bases, legions could launch an offensive against almost any enemy. The power of the Imperium was at its zenith. Nothing could stand in the way of the emperor and his mighty army. During the Great Crusade, the Cousteds always
held a contingent with the emperor to protect him, but also traveled individually as messengers, often helping the Legions in their conquests. There are considered only a thousand of these elite warriors in total, although this is highly speculative. Only the emperor and his inner circle know their exact number. Of course, only a thousand
have ever seen together at any given time, and then only once in the famous Battle of Giros Travian, fought during the Great Crusade against orc warlord Garkul Blackfang and his vast horde of greenery. Primarchs Gore, Rogal Dorn and Mortarion and their legions were greatly superior and close to defeat when the emperor lead the
attack with his golden battle barge, Bucephelus. At the head of thousands of Keepers, the emperor struck in the heart of the Orc horde, confronting Garkul on top of the towering Gargant. When the emperor beheaded a giant, black Orc, the Keepers squandered the warlord's main warriors. It is said that within a few moments more than a
hundred thousand greens died and Waaaggh! was broken. Legend has it that only three custodians died in battle, their names fixed forever, engraved on the armor of emperors. Battle of Prospero When Magnus red was declared a traitor, Lehman Russ, Primarch of space wolves was sent to apprehend him. Along with him went his
Legion, the chief keeper Constantine Waldor, along with a significant contingent of Keepers and Sisters of Silence. On arrival, the loyalists were surprised to see the unmanned orbital defense, and as such their fall was undeniable. The battle would have been brutal, but with the power of the Keepers and Welcome to Warhammer 40k -
Lexicanum! Sign in and join the community. From Warhammer 40k - Lexicanum Games PortalWarhammer 40,000 Imperium PortalAdeptus Custodes Codex: Adeptus Custodes is the code for the 8th edition of Warhammer 40,000 Content 1 Review 2 Content 3 Sources Review Adedus Coustedance are the personal guardian of the
Emperor. For ten for years they stood sentinel over the Master of Humanity and defended the gates of their palace. However, now the emperor's blades are not a shell. Biochemically fashioned from infancy to function as higher tactics, combatants and bodyguards, they are the embodiment of death for those who oppose the will of the
emperor. Each Guardian is sublimely skilled, their talents and abilities to the space Marines that these transhuman warriors are unaugmented imperial soldier. Ten thousand walking stars in numbers have not been seen since the Great Crusade, and the woe betide of those who stand in their way. Code of content: Adeptus Custodes
contains many backgrounds and rules - the final book for Adeptus Custodes collectors. In this 80-page hardback, you'll find: The Brotherhood of The Demigos: The Story of Adept Cousteau, from their formation as Legio Custodes to their increased visibility and broader role in the campaign against Chaos, since the Great Rift Detailed
descriptions of their deployment during the heresy of the Mountain, a civil war ten thousand years ago that tore empires into twain, along with details of their role as emperor's defense of the Golden Throne and Alchemy : The process by which Adeptcus Custodes are created. Along with details of their protection, Terra includes an
overview of the Palace's Rise of Primarch: a review of the Gathering of the Tempest, a series of events that have seen Ultramarines Primarch Roboute Gilliman restored to glory and Adeptcus Custodes are sent to the aid of the Indomitus Crusade Set heroes: the composition of Adept Cousteau, and the way in which they organize
themselves, but easily, as effective uniforms and heralds: examples for 5 companies , Aquilan Shield, Dread Host, Solar Watch and Emissaries Imperatus Solar Speed: while once the invasion of Terra was unthinkable, since the Great Rift things have changed. This section describes the protection of Adeptus Custodes in Sol System Tale
of ten thousand: a chronology of major events in the history of Adeptus Custodes Background and details of each character and block available for the army of Adeptus Cousteaus Showcase beautifully painted miniatures of the Citadel, with an example of the army depicting everything from individual images of models to combat scenes
on the ground. Rules All You Need to get the Adeptus Custodes Army primed for Warhammer 40,000 games here: 13 data tables providing rules for each adeptus Custodes unit and the army's miniature abilities, reflecting the methods of Adepta Cousteaus of War on the countertop of the Armory Of Adeptus Coustods: wargear both range
and combat close for use, weapons and wararge for use in Games : rules for combat wrought-iron armies, including: 27 unique Stratagems 6 unique relics of the warlord Terra: 13 weapons and Only Adeptus Custodes 6 unique tactical targets are available. Sources Page Discussion View History Source
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